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Abstract
Large scale software development processes imply the
coordination and cooperation of several sites with a
large number of people and sub processes. We present
an asynchronous communication protocol for distributed
process management adopted within the GENESIS
(Generalized ENvironment for procESs management in
cooperatIve Software engineering) project. The
GENESIS process management sub-subsystem enables
distributed process modeling and enactment on different
organizational sites through an event dispatching
architecture.

1 Introduction
Workflow management is a rapidly growing research
and development area of very high practical relevance in
business applications and software development [CL97;
GHS95; ACF98; WfM99]. However, most existing
workflow management systems have a monolithic and
centralized architecture and therefore are not adequate to
cope with the requirements that large scale software
development processes pose. Large scale software
development processes imply the coordination and
cooperation of several sites with a large number of
people and sub processes [MDB00, BSK95, GAH98].
The support for distributed process management is a
relevant problem for two reasons.
•

•

distributed software processes may involve a
large number of concurrent process instances
which impose an adequate coordination
support. Therefore, for sake of scalability and
availability a software process needs to be
distributed across multiple workflow engines
running on the different sites involved;
when a process spans multiple sites that
generally work in a largely autonomous
manner, it may be required that those parts of a
process are under the responsibility of a local
project manager that can organize the sub-

process in a more appropriate way. Thus, the
partitioning and distribution of a process may
fall out naturally from the organizational
decentralization.
In particular, the latter issue also poses problems
concerned with the decentralized and autonomous
modeling of distributed software processes. Most work
on distributed process management focus on developing
paradigms and architectures for the enactment of
distributed processes and scarcely address decentralized
process modeling [RS99, KM99, HK98, EP99, BSK97,
GAH98, BDF96, C98, CDF01]. In most cases process
modeling is a centralized activity and enactment of
portions of the process is distributed on different
workflow engines. In some cases, the central process
model is collaboratively edited with the contribution of
people on different sites [GAH98] and all sites have
visibility of the overall process model. A different
approach is used in OzWeb [BSK97] where process
models are autonomously defined on the different sites
and cooperates through specifically designed interfaces.
In this paper we present the GENESIS (Generalized
ENvironment for procESs management in cooperatIve
Software engineering) approach to distributed process
modeling. GENESIS is an on-going research project
aiming at designing and developing a non-invasive and
open source system to support software engineering
processes in a highly distributed environment [RG02].
The GENESIS process modeling language is
hierarchical. The global process is modeled and enacted
on the coordinator site (that is the technical leader of
distributed software project [KM99]), while subprocesses can be autonomously modeled and executed
on different organizational sites. The global process
model can be collaboratively edited by the project
managers of the different sites. This is particularly
important to define the interfaces between the global
process model and the coordinated sub-processes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 describes the overall architecture
of GENESIS and the main features of the process
modeling language, while Section 4 presents the

asynchronous communication protocol for distributed
process modeling and project management. Finally,
Section 5 concludes and comments on future
development.

2 Related work
In global and virtual enterprises, software processes
consist of multiple sub-processes that may span
organizational
boundaries.
Current
commercial
workflow technology does not provide the necessary
functionality to model, enact, and manage distributed
processes due to its mostly centralized server
architecture. Numerous are coordination functionalities
that can not be fulfilled by traditional workflow systems
[KM99, BT98]:
•
•
•
•
•

support the distributed execution of a
workflow;
shared access to data,
use of groupware tools
support an easy transition from the old structure
to the new one and within every project
planning and change impact functionality.

Modern workflow management systems exploit the web
as a mean to enable distributed access to the facilities
provided by the workflow engine [ABM97, HHM00,
BT98, MDB00]. However, most of these systems are
still based on a client-server architecture and the
problem of designing architectures for distributed
process modeling and enactment of the process is still a
research issue [RS99, KM99, HK98, EP99, BSK97,
GAH98, BDF96, C98, CDF01, WfM99]. However, most
approaches do not discuss issues concerned with
distributed process modeling.
PROSYT is an artefact based PSEE [C98]. Each artefact
produced during the process is an instance of some
artefact type, which describes its internal structure and
behaviour. All the routing in this model is based on the
artefact and the operations on them. Boolean expressions
are used to express the constraints under which
operations are allowed to start. PROSYT also allows for
distributed enactment facilitated by an event-based
middleware [CDF01] (the same middleware is also used
by the OPSS WfMS [CDF01]).
In [EP99] the authors propose an approach for the
distributed execution that exploits the central role of an
event notification service, READY. Workflow
participants, both workflow engines and agents, can
subscribe to events that trigger the start of workflow
activities and processes, and events that describe state
changes in the workflow processes they are interested in.
Therefore, the configuration of the participants in a
workflow can be dynamically changed without requiring
any modifications to the existing architecture. Moreover,

time-related constructs for addressing the time aspects of
process management are provided.
The Endevors project [HK98] proposes an approach to
provide a coordination mechanism for distributed
process execution and tool integration by using the
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The system uses a
layered object model to provide for the object-oriented
definition and specification of process artifacts,
activities, and resources. The intent for distribution is to
support a wide range of configurations with varying
degrees and kinds of distribution. Stand-alone with a
base system configuration without distributed
components, Multi-user with a single remote data-store,
Multi-user with a single remote data-store are the
configuration experimented for distribution.
Kötting and Maurer [KM99] propose an extension of
MILOS [KM99] which focuses on the process support
for virtual corporation by integrating the process
modeling with project planning and enactment in
distributed environments. They propose three different
approaches for distributed process enactment:
•

•

•

replicating the workflow engine (process model
and data) on several servers and propagating a
change to the data on one server to all the
others;
maintaining the process model on the central
(coordinator) site and giving the possibility to
the other servers to exchange the data they need
for local process execution with the coordinator
site;
maintaining different portion of process model
and data on different workflow engines which
exchange data according to a peer-to-peer
architecture.

The authors do not address the problem of decentralized
process modeling. Grundy et al. [GAH98] focus on
problems concerning the distribution in process
modeling. The proposed system provides mechanisms
for collaboratively editing process models both in a
synchronous and asynchronous way, together with
version management support. The architecture is based
on a central site maintaining the process model and
distributed sites enacting portions of the model.
In the Ozweb environment the peer-to-peer paradigm for
distribution is adopted [BSK95]. Here a decentralized
system consists of independent sub systems spread
among multiple sites. In particular, the authors focus on
the process autonomy of each sub system that should be
self contained and operationally independent. To this
aim they introduce the concept of “treats” to guarantee
compliance of the artifacts exchanged between subprocesses.
Our approach mixes both these features: we have the
notion of a coordinator site where a global process can
be defined in a collaborative way by the project

managers of the different cooperating sites of a virtual
corporation. Sub-processes executed on different sites
are autonomously defines and only have to respect the
interfaces defined at the global level. Moreover, the dept
of the hierarchical process model is not limited at only
two levels, thus allowing the possibility for a partner of
the virtual corporation to have further sub-contractors.

3 GENESIS architecture for distributed
process management
Traditional workflow management systems do not
provide adequate support for the evolution of software
organizations towards distributed virtual corporation
models. The main open problem remains the systematic
definition of distributed process models and their
enactment across multiple sites using appropriate
abstractions and mechanisms. GENESIS environment
has been developed with the aim to cope these problems.
The environment provide a special support for
distributed scenario, from the modeling of a distributed
process to its enactment.
Distributed projects in GENESIS are organized in a
hierachical way. For example, a two level project will
include a project coordinator site, managing the project
at the global level and a number of local sites, managing
specific project workpackages. The coordinator is in
charge of modelling and executing the global process,
while the local sites are in charge of modelling and
executing
the
sub-processes
concerning
their
workpackages. Therefore, each GENESIS site includes
different components (see Figure 1):
•
•
•
•

•

a workflow managament system to model and
enact software processes;
an artefact management system to store and
retrieve the artefacts produced within a process;
a resource management system to allocate
resources, in particular human resources, to a
project;
an event engine to collect and dispatch events
raised during process management, such as the
termination of an activity or the production of an
artifact, in particular between the coordinator and
local sites;
a notification and communication system to enable
users of the environment to communicate and to
send notifications about particular events of
interest.

Distributed process modelling is made in an
asynchronous way (see next section for the
communication protocol). The global process model
includes super-activities corresponding to workpackages
that are associated to the sites where the actual work is
performed. The local site independently creates the

process model for the management of the workpackage.
The only requirements are that a sub-process has been
created when the corresponding super-activity in the
global process model has to be enacted and the subprocess interface (in terms of input / output artefacts) is
conform to that of the macro-activity (see Figure 2).
Besides super-activities, a process model can also
contains global activities, i.e. activities that can be
collaboratively performed by workers distributed across
different sites. The project manager of each site involved
in a global activity is in charge of providing the needed
human resources for the activity.
In GENESIS the process modeling language is the same
both at global level, to model the global software process
with the coordination of the composing sub-processes,
and at local level, to model the sub-processes at the
single GENESIS sites. At both levels, our concern has
been to create a language for defining processes in a way
general enough to respect the single organization rules,
in order to keep low the intrusiveness of the platform. In
this respect, each activity (or work item) of the process
model is essentially described by the artifacts that will
produce, and freedom is left to the worker(s) to decide
how to actually perform that activity.
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Figure 1 – GENESIS site architecture
GENESIS provides two process modelling levels. At the
first level a process designer is able to create abstract
process models, through the Process Definition Tool,
according to specific organization standards. Abstract
process models include descripiton of activities
(including roles of people performing an activity and
types of input and output artifacts) and enactment rules
(or transitions) that basically describe control and data
(artefact) flow between activities and are expressed
according to the Event-Condition-Action paradigm.
Abstract process models have to be customized for
specific projects by specifying project data, such as
actual people performing activities and actual artifacts.
Project managers can use them as templates to create

concrete process models, through the Project
Management Tool, for a specific project that can be
enacted by the workflow engine. Different process
instances may be created and enacted according to the
same concrete process model.
Further details concerning the process modelling
language are described in [AC03].
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Figure 2 – Hierarchical project decomposition

4 Distributed process modeling
In the GENESIS environment, an asynchronous protocol
has been defined for the communication between the
global coordinator level and the local coordinated sites
during the instantiation of a distributed software project.
The protocol used for the communication is described in
the following. We distinguish three main phases: the
creation of the project on both the coordinator site and
the local sites, where the resource managers associate
people to the project and select the project managers; the
definition of the global process involving project
managers of the different sites; and the definition of the
local processes, independently defined by the different
local project managers.
4.1 Project creation
At the starting of a new project the resource manager of
the global site creates a project using the resource
management tool provided by the platform. This means
that s/he selects the human resources allocated on the
global site and the local sites participating to the project.
A “Global Project Creation” event is sent to the
involved sites and notified to the global project manager.
The resource management tools that locally receive this
event automatically store this information locally. Then,
each resource manager of an involved local site decides
the allocations of the human resources and the local

project manager. The corresponding event is “Local
Project Creation”, which is sent to resource
management tool of the coordinator site, to store this
information at the global level. The event is also notified
to the global and local project managers.
4.2 Global Process Definition
Once the global project manager has received the
notification concerning the “Global Project Creation”,
s/he can start defining the needed concrete process
models for the project1, starting from available abstract
process models (if a suitable abstract process model is
not available, it has to be created first). The global
process model includes super-activities to be assigned to
local sites and global activities, carried out by groups of
people distributed among different sites. Local project
managers can collaborate with the global project
manager for the definition of the global process, as soon
as they are selected by the local resource manager.
Each super-activity has to be assigned by the project
manager to a site participating in the project. In this case
a “Super Activity Creation” event is sent to the local site
together with information concerning the super-activity
(start and end date, artifact types, etc.). The project
management tool of the local site automatically stores
this information and associates them locally to the
project. The event is also notified to the project manager
of the local site, as soon as s/he will be available.
For each global activity, the GPM can select for each
site the number of required people and send this
information together with the role associated to the
global
activity
and
the
work
modality
(collaborative/single user) to the project manager of the
local sites. A “Global Activity Creation” event is sent to
each site involved in the global activity.
A concrete global process can start when it is completed,
independently of the local process definition status (see
next sub-section). Checks are made at enactment time to
make sure that all super-activities and global activities
have the needed resources allocated.
4.3 Local Process Definition
For each super-activity assigned to a local site, the
project manager creates the corresponding concrete local
process model (again, starting from an available abstract
process model). When the concrete local process is
completed, a “Local Process Model Creation” event is
sent to the project management tool of the coordinator
site which stores this information and associates it to the

1

It is worth noting that within a project different process
models can be used for different purposes; this means that
there is a 1 to many relations between projects and concrete
process models.

corresponding super-activity. The event is also notified
to the global project manager.
The project manager of a local site involved in a global
activity must select the human resources that will
participate to the activity. When this is done a “Global
User Assigned” event is sent to the project management
tool of the global site, to store this information at the
global level. The event is also notified to the global
project manager.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the GENESIS approach
to distributed process modeling. The definition of the
GENESIS platform requirements for distribution,
especially for the process modeling facilities, followed a
strict interaction with the pilot users (the industrial
partners) of the GENESIS project [BC03]. At the
starting of the project we collected detailed description
of their work modalities on distributed processes and
emerging needs. We considered all the problems express
by them when organizing and conducting distributed
processes and translated them in formal requirements for
the implementation of the workflow management system
of the GENESIS platform.
Currently, a single site implementation of GENESIS is
already available, while the implementation of the
features for distributed modeling and enactment is in
progress. Each GENESIS site is realized as a web
application: the user interface and the coordination layer
are realized using JSP and servlets (Tomcat being the
web server), while the other components are developed
using the Java 2 Platform Standard Edition. The
communication between the coordination layer and the
different subsystems composing a GENESIS site is
based on Java RMI. The WfMS supporting database is
based on MySQL Server.
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